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Nickel oxide is a versatile p-type semiconducting oxide with many applications in opto-electronic devices,
but high doping concentrations are often required to achieve necessary electrical conductivity. In contrast to
many other transparent oxide semiconductors, even moderate levels of doping of NiO can lead to significant
optical absorption in the visible spectral range, limiting the application range of the material. This correlation
has been reported extensively in literature, but its origin has been unknown until now. This work combines
experimental data on optical properties from a variety of NiO samples with results from hybrid density
functional theory calculations. It shows that strong electron-phonon interaction leads to a significant blue
shift (0.6-1 eV) of electronic transitions from the valence band maximum to defect states by light absorption
with respect to the thermodynamic charge transition levels. This essentially renders NiO a narrow-gap
semiconductor by defect band formation already at moderate doping levels, with strong light absorption
for photon energies of approximately 1 eV. The calculations are also shown to be fully consistent with
experimental data on defect-related light emission in NiO.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nickel oxide is one of the few examples of wide-gap
semiconducting metal oxides with holes as majority car-
riers. Combined with its high optical transparency in its
pure, defect-free form, and its comparably high-lying va-
lence and conduction bands, it has become widely used
in various opto-electronic devices as electron-blocking,
hole-conducting top electrode where transmitting visi-
ble light is critical for device functionality. The most
prominent example is perovskite solar cells where NiO
has been widely explored as a hole transport layer1–3. To
achieve at least moderately conductive NiO films, doping
by monovalent ions such as Li, Na, K, Cu or Ag can be
employed4–8. Alternatively, inducing an excess of oxy-
gen/ deficiency of nickel leads to the formation of nickel
vacancies VNi that act as acceptors, albeit not produc-
ing the same level of conductivity as the first method.
In contrast to “conventional” wide-gap semiconductors,
such as ZnO or In2O3, where high optical transmittance
in the visible spectral range is retained also for carrier
concentrations in the degenerate regime, doping-induced
optical absorbance in NiO is pronounced, leading to a re-
duction of average visible transmittance T of the order of
50 % already at hole concentrations around 1018 cm−38,9.
From a device fabrication perspective, this makes it nec-
essary to accept a trade-off between the optical and elec-
trical performance of NiO electrodes, as both high T
and σ cannot be achieved at the same time. In a re-
cent publication10, we have determined the (0/−) charge
transition levels (CTLs) of the LiNi and VNi acceptors
as 0.19 eV and 0.41 eV above the valence band maximum
(VBM), respectively, i.e. shallow enough to be at least
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partially ionizable at room temperature. In this publi-
cation, we demonstrate that doping NiO with Li or with
Ni vacancies leads to the formation of detectable defect
bands in the band gap that enable optical transitions in
the near infrared spectral range (1 eV to 2 eV). Based on
hybrid functional calculations, we construct configura-
tion coordinate diagrams describing optical charge-state
transitions involving the LiNi and VNi acceptors. Despite
their relatively small ionization energies, these acceptors
are predicted to exhibit polaronic localized hole states,
resulting in strong electron-phonon coupling and optical
transitions with significant Franck-Condon shifts. This
leads to a large blue shift of the electronic transitions in-
duced by photon absorption when compared to the ther-
modynamic charge transition levels, as they have been
observed in Ref.10. Additionally, the hybrid-functional
calculations suggest photon emission by charge carrier-
defect recombination with emission spectra that agree
well with experimental photoluminescence data.

II. METHODS

A. Materials

Various NiO specimen were studied. A 5 mm×5 mm×
1 mm (100)-oriented as-cut (unpolished) NiO single crys-
tal was purchased from MaTecK GmbH (Germany). This
mirror furnace-grown crystal was black in color, fully
opaque, and electrically insulating. NiO thin films were
deposited by means of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and
reactive DC magnetron sputtering. For the PLD-grown
films, (100) oriented MgO substrates were used. For PLD
growth, pellets of either pure NiO (99.998 % purity) or
Li-doped NiO (admixture of 10 wt.% Li2CO3) were fabri-
cated by mixing and ball milling of the powders, pressing
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at 7 bar into 26 mm-diameter disks in a hydraulic press,
and sintering the disks for 24 h at 1350 °C. PLD was car-
ried out in a home-built vacuum chamber with a KrF ex-
cimer laser (λ = 248 nm, pulse energy 650 mJ, repetition
rate 10 Hz). The substrate temperature during growth
was adjusted to 300 °C. Oxygen was used as background
gas, and the O2 partial pressure was 0.01 mbar. Films
resulting from PLD growth were either insulating when
grown from the pure NiO pellet, or conductive and visi-
ble light-absorbing/ black when Li doping was employed,
and will be referred to as pure NiO and Li-doped NiO,
respectively, in the further course of this paper.

DC magnetron sputtering was performed in a re-
active Ar/O2 atmosphere from a metallic Ni target
on fused silica substrates (target-substrate distance
40 mm), with pO2 varying between 1.1× 10−3 mbar and
2.8× 10−2 mbar (while the Ar partial pressure was kept
constant at 1.8× 10−2 mbar to achieve variable Ni:O ra-
tios. DC sputtering power was set to 30 W. No sub-
strate heating was employed. Before film deposition, the
target was pre-sputtered in situ for 10 min in pure Ar
(pAr = 3.2× 10−2 mbar). Because of the resulting in-
trinsic doping with the VNi acceptor, these films will be
referred to as VNi-doped NiO. They are slightly absorb-
ing/ semi-transparent depending on pO2 used, and of gray
color.

B. Thin film characterization

X-ray diffraction was recorded with a Philips X’pert
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406�A).
Optical transmittance and (direct) reflectance mea-
surements were performed with Perkin Lambda 19
UV/VIS/NIR and Shimadzu SolidSpec-3700 DUV
spectrophotometers, using tungsten, halogen, and
deuterium light sources. The thin film complex UV
dielectric function was determined using a variable-angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam Co.) in a
polarizer-compensator-sample-analyzer configuration.
Measurements were carried out at ambient conditions
in the spectral range from 0.5 eV to 8.5 eV8.5 eV. For
the visible spectral range, spectroscopic ellipsometry
was carried out using a M-2000 ellipsometer (J.A.
Woolam Co.). Evaluation and modeling of the spec-
tra was done with the Woollam CompleteEASE software.

The photoluminescence (PL) measurements were car-
ried out at 10 K using a 325 nm wavelength of cw-HeCd
laser (photon energy 3.81 eV) and a 246 nm (5.04 eV)
line of a frequency-tripled Ti:sapphire laser for excitation
with a power density of 20 W cm−2 in both cases. The
PL emission was analyzed by a fiber-optic (Ocean Op-
tics, usb4000) and imaging spectrometer systems (Horiba
iHR320 coupled to Andor iXon888 EMCCD) with spec-
tral resolution below 2 nm.

FIG. 1. Left: conventional unit cell of NiO, showing the AFII
ferromagnetic ordering, as indicated by the blue and orange
(111) lattice planes. Right: 2 × 2 × 2 repetition of the rhom-
bohedral primitive NiO unit cell, used for bulk calculations.

C. Computational methods

All first-principles calculations were based on the
generalized Kohn-Sham theory with the projector-
augmented wave method11,12, as implemented in
VASP13. The Ni 3d electrons were treated explicitly as
valence electrons. In order to obtain the energetically
preferred antiferromagnetic spin ordering along the [111]
direction in NiO (AFII phase), shown in Fig. 1, bulk cal-
culations were performed using a rhombohedral unit cell
with eight Ni and eight O atoms (2× 2× 2 repetition of
the primitive unit cell). For these calculations, the en-
ergy cutoff was set to 520 eV, and the Brillouin Zone was
sampled by a Γ-centered 3× 3× 3 grid of k-points.

Liu et al.14 recently performed an assessment of several
different hybrid functionals in describing the challeng-
ing antiferromagnetic transition-metal monoxides MnO,
FeO, CoO, and NiO, which are considered to be prototyp-
ical strongly correlated electron systems. Based on the
agreement with available experimental data (fundamen-
tal band gap, magnetic moments, valence band density of
states, and ion-clamped macroscopic dielectric constant)
in that study, the HSE03 functional is employed here15,
meaning that the fraction of screened Fock exchange α is
set to 0.25, and the range-separation parameter µ is set to
0.30. The resulting lattice parameter and indirect band
gap value are listed in Table I, along with experimental
data. All defect calculations were done using rhombohe-
dral 128-atom supercells (4×4×4 repetition of the primi-
tive unit cell), a plane-wave energy cutoff of 520 eV, and a
single special k-point at (0.25, 0.25, 0.25). Defect forma-
tion energies and thermodynamic charge-state transition
levels were calculated by following the well-established
formalism described in Ref.16. For example, the forma-
tion energy of LiqNi in charge state q is given by

Ef[LiqNi] = Etot[LiqNi]−Etot[bulk] +µNi−µLi + qEF, (1)

where Etot[LiqNi] and Etot[bulk] are the total energies
of the defect-containing and pristine supercells, µNi and
µLi are the chemical potentials of Ni and Li, and EF is
the Fermi-level position relative to the bulk VBM. Upper
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TABLE I. Lattice parameters and indirect band gap Ei
g. Ex-

perimental values are listed for comparison. See Ref.14 for
comparison of other bulk parameters of NiO.

a (�A) ref. Ei
g (eV) ref.

HSE03 4.168 4.28
experiment 4.171 24 4.0 25

4.3 26

bounds on the chemical potential of Ni and O are given
by the energy of fcc metal Ni and the O2 molecule, corre-
sponding to Ni-rich and O-rich limits, respectively. These
upper limits impose lower bounds on the corresponding
other species, given by the thermodynamic stability con-
dition ∆µNi + ∆µNi = ∆Hf(NiO), where ∆Hf(NiO) is
the formation enthalpy per formula unit of NiO. µLi was
referenced to the solubility-limiting phase Li2O in both
the Ni-rich and O-rich limits. For charged defects, the
total energies were corrected using the schemes outlined
in Refs.17–19, with the static (ion-clamped) dielectric con-
stant of 11.6 (5.13)20. Optical absorption and emission
energies were estimated using the one-dimensional con-
figuration coordinate (CC) model, using model param-
eters obtained from the hybrid functional calculations,
as described in Refs.21,22. For the small hole polaron,
the self-trapping energy and optical emission energy was
calculated as explained in Ref.23.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural properties

Fig. 2 shows the results of the structural investigation
by X-ray diffraction. The NiO single crystal exhibits nar-
row reflexes related to the (100) lattice planes. The (200)
lattice plane spacing amounts to d200 = 2.09�A, corre-
sponding to an out-of-plane lattice constant of 4.18�A,
close to the bulk value (aNiO

0,ref = 4.17�A). Also the epitax-

ial films (pure and Li-doped) grown by PLD (Fig. 2(a))
are (100) oriented, without secondary film reflexes. The
out-of-plane lattice constant of the undoped sample
amounts to aNiO

0 = 4.168�A which is only marginally
lower than the reported bulk value, which could be be-
cause of slight lattice compression correlated with the in-
plane tensile strain induced by the MgO substrate with
sightly larger (aMgO

0,ref = 4.21�A). In the Li-doped sam-

ple, the out-of-plane lattice constant is aNiO
0 = 4.132�A

which, based on the reference value for Ni0.7Li0.3O, and
using Vegard’s law, gives a Li content x = 0.21.

In Fig. 2(b), diffractograms of a reactively sputtered
NiO film are shown, exhibiting (besides the broad signal
at 22° originating from the amorphous glass substrate)
very weak NiO (111) and (200) reflexes. When a grazing
incidence geometry is used (inset of Fig. 2(b)), these be-
come slightly better visible, and also the (220) reflex can
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FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of different NiO samples.
(a) Single crystal, as well as undoped and Li-doped doped
NiO films grown by PLD on MgO substrates. (*) MgO-related
reflexes, (+) secondary reflexes due to Cu K-β and W K-
α spectral lines, (o) reflexes from the sample holder. Inset
shows enlarged version of the angular region around the (200)
reflexes. (b) DC magnetron-sputtered films on fused silica.
Inset: diffractograph obtained under grazing incidence (ω =
1°).

be discerned. The fact that the signal is barely above the
noise level can be used to infer that the grains in these
polycrystalline films have dimensions of only a few nm.

B. Electrical properties

The electrical conductivity of the studied samples was
determined by four-point probe measurements. The val-
ues are listed in Table II. Even though the single crys-
tal is fully opaque, it has the second-lowest conductiv-
ity of all the samples. For the sputtered films, it can
be noted that the conductivity decreases with increasing
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FIG. 3. Imaginary part ε2 of the dielectric function ε∗ for an
undoped NiO layer grown on MgO substrate, obtained from
spectroscopic ellipsometry. Red dashed line shows data from
Powell and Spicer27, extracted from reflecometry measure-
ments. Inset: enlarged Version of near-IR and visible spec-
tral ranges, with the main absorption lines from Ni

2+
ions

highlighted.

oxygen partial pressure during deposition, in contrast to
the typically observed behavior (higher pO2 causes lower
formation energy for VNi acceptor defects). This is likely
caused by target poisoning, i.e. a high oxygen supply
has lead to an oxidation of the metallic Ni target surface
before target ablation. The composition of the resulting
film in this case is closer to stoichiometry for higher pO2

than for a lower one.
To determine the carrier type, the hot-probe technique

was used. p-type conductivity was found on all samples
except the undoped thin film on MgO, where no thermo-
voltage could be detected.

C. Optical absorption

In Fig. 3, the imaginary component ε2 of the com-
plex dielectric function ε∗ = ε1 + iε2 is shown for an
undoped, epitaxial NiO thin film grown on MgO sub-
strate. The absorption edge is well visible around 4 eV
where ε2 reaches a maximum. Reference data from Ref.27

is also shown, exhibiting the same features. The origin
of the transitions observed in the range 4-7 eV has been
ascribed to a series of p-d charge transfer excitations28.
The inset of Fig. 3 shows the near-infrared and visible
spectral range where ε2 is slowly increasing, with some
weak but visible features superimposed that have first
been described by Reinen29 and assigned to internal op-
tical transitions on Ni2+ ions – d-d transitions that are
forbidden by selection rules, but obtain non-zero tran-
sition matrix elements from disorder, mostly by defects
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FIG. 4. ε2 data from Li-doped (top) and VNi-doped (bottom)
NiO films obtained by numerical modeling of ellipsometry
data, as well as from fitting by a parametrized model contain-
ing three Lorentz oscillators. The two absorption bands are
highlighted in red. Dotted lines in (a) show increased optical
transmittance for energies below approximately 1 eV for the
Li-doped thin film and the single crystal. The VNi-doped sam-
ple was grown at a O2 partial pressure of 1.75 × 10−2 mbar.

and phonons. These lines are centered mainly in the red
and blue ranges, and therefore can give otherwise opti-
cally clean samples a light-green hue. The reference data
from Ref.27 does not contain these lines, likely because a
total reflectance measurement was used which may not
be sensitive enough to detect the weak electronic transi-
tions on the Ni2+ ions.

We study next the induced changes of the optical ab-
sorption properties upon Li and VNi. The imaginary
part of the dielectric function ε2 of a Li-doped and
a VNi-doped (sputtered) NiO thin film is determined
from numerical modeling of ellipsometry data, includ-
ing a fit of this numerical dataset using a parameter-
ized model (see Fig. 4). The formation of two absorp-
tion bands is well documented for both doping meth-
ods, centered at approximately 1 eV and 2 eV for the Li-
doped and 1.25 eV and 2.5 eV for the VNi-doped (here:
pO2 = 1.75× 10−2 mbar) case, respectively. The param-
eterized model contains three Lorentz oscillators (two for
the defect bands, one for the band-to-band transition at
4 eV) to reproduce the optical transitions in the near-IR
and visible spectral ranges. Table III summarizes the pa-
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TABLE II. Electrical conductivity σ of the samples under study.

epitaxial sputtered (pO2/ mbar)

sample undoped Li-doped single crystal 1.1 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3 1.75 × 10−2 2.8 × 10−2

σ (S m−1) 2.5 × 10−5 500 2.4 × 10−6 380 120 20 12

rameter values for all three oscillators and the two dopant
types.

For the Li-doped sample, which is visibly opaque,
Fig. 4 shows that the optical transmittance T below 1 eV
increases again, indicating that this sample resembles a
narrow-band gap material. This interpretation is also
supported by the maximum value of ε2 ≈ 6.5 at 1 eV,
which is almost as large as that at the original absorption
edge in the undoped sample in Fig. 3 (ε2 = 7.5). Such
high oscillator strengths of electronic transitions are usu-
ally found for band-to-band transitions. A similar trans-
mission window for low photon energies is also seen in the
single crystal (which was manually polished by SiC and
diamond paper to increase the signal quality for the opti-
cal transmission measurement), also displayed in the top
panel of Fig. 4. This sample is shown to become trans-
parent below photon energies of around 0.8 eV, indicating
the existence of one or more absorption bands similar to
the one observed for the doped thin films. The fact that
the single crystal shows insulating behavior, in contrast
to the Li-doped film, can be interpreted as evidence for
hole compensation by donor states. These may originate
from unknown impurities contained in the sample. Due
to the roughness of the unpolished single crystal, ellipso-
metric measurements were not possible on this specimen.
For the VNi-doped case, the absorption bands are shifted
to higher photon energies, and are slightly broader than
in the Li-doped sample. The doping-induced oscillator
strengths are lower in this sample than in the Li-doped
one, which corresponds to the difference in their electrical
conductivity (σLi = 500 S m−1, σVNi = 20 S m−1).

The two Li doping-induced absorption bands ob-
served in this work have been described in literature
before7,30,31. The authors of Ref.7 suggest an energy
scheme of the electronic states where Li doping leads to
the formation of a set of broadened in-gap states approxi-
mately 1.1 eV above the valence band maximum (VBM).
The excitation from the VBM and a deeper-lying valence
band likely related to O2p states into the Li acceptor
band is assigned as the origin for the two absorption
bands. This picture has been supported by experiments
on Li-doped NiO probing the electronic structure of the
material, such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)30,
and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)31. Both
methods show that upon Li incorporation, a new set of
electronic states emerges approximately 1.2 eV above the
valence band edge. A characteristic feature of the emer-
gence of this band is spectral weight redistribution: the
replacement of a magnetic Ni ion (single spin-degenerate
state) by a non-magnetic Li ion (double-degenerate state)

creates the in-gap states with twice the rate by which
conduction band states are being removed. This leads
to a fast decrease of CB-related features. In Fig. 5, O
Kedge XAS spectra extracted from Refs.30,32 are shown,
obtained on undoped, Li-doped, and VNi-doped material.
The formation of the doping-induced band approximately
3 eV below the CBM-related feature at 532 eV is clearly
visible in both cases. Simultaneously, the shape and in-
tensity of the 532 eV peak changes drastically because of
spectral weight redistribution. It is interesting to note
that the peak at 528 eV seen in doped samples is often
claimed to be due to Ni3+ states, such as in Ref.32 which
refers to Kuiper et al.30. Therein, however, it is stated
that the large exchange interaction of the extra hole in-
troduced by doping with the surrounding Ni2+ spins only
makes it appear as if there was Ni3+ present. The au-
thors conjecture that the 528 eV peak, in fact, originates
from “impurity states in the gap, most likely bound to
the effectively negative charged lithium sites”, and there-
fore support the defect interpretation. The Ni3+ picture
can be thought to describe the situation from the per-
spective of the intact Ni sublattice, whereas the defect
picture describes the deviation from the perfect lattice
periodicity. However, according to Ref.30, the idea of
actual Ni3+ ions lacks experimental support.

Fig. 6 shows optical reflectance R and ε2 spectra for
four films grown by reactive magnetron sputtering at dif-
ferent oxygen partial pressures, which lead to varying
VNi concentrations. To be able to interpret R spectra
without having to take into account interference fringes,
the films were made very thin (between 10 and 12 nm).
Here, one intense absorption band at photon energies 1.2-
1.5 eV and a slight shoulder-like feature at 2.5 eV are seen
to form, exhibiting increasing transition strength as the
acceptor concentration increases. These features are vis-
ible both in the reflectance and the ε2 data, which is to
be expected as both quantities are directly related to the
extinction coefficient, i.e. optical absorption. The inset
of Fig. 6 displays the relation between the electrical con-
ductivity of the films and the value of ε2 at 1.2 eV (as a
measure of the magnitude of absorption), demonstrating
that the increased optical absorption is correlated with
higher [VNi]. Moreover, with increasing VNi concentra-
tion, the strength of the band-to-band transition as vis-
ible in the reflectance data at ≈ 4 eV (the fundamental
band gap) decreases, in accordance with the redistribu-
tion of spectra weight. The higher-order transition at
approximately 5.5 eV is unaffected. Similar observations
have been made by Egbo et al.9 by spectroscopic ellip-
sometry on a VNi-doped NiO thin film. A broad absorp-
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TABLE III. Parameters of the Lorentz oscillator model used for fitting the ε2 spectra from Fig. 4.

sample Lorentz 1 Lorentz 2 Lorentz 3
∆ε1 β1 (eV) E1

t (eV) ∆ε2 β2 (eV) E2
t (eV) ∆ε3 β3 (eV) E3

t (eV)

Li-doped 5.04 1.86 1.18 0.69 0.75 2.12 2.63 3.26 3.56
VNi-doped 1.16 2.42 1.68 0.38 0.72 2.54 2.09 2.21 3.96
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FIG. 5. X-ray absorption spectra at the O K-edge of NiO
for pure, Li-doped and VNi-doped NiO. Data extracted from
Refs.30,32. Colored areas are spectral ranges exhibiting ex-
citation from O 1s into defect-related (lighter red) and con-
duction band (darker red) states. The intensities have been
normalized such that the curves coincide at their maxima at
540 eV.

tion band appears with a maximum at around 1.5 eV,
extending between 1 eV and 2.7 eV, accompanied by a
reduction of the amplitude of ε2 at the fundamental ab-
sorption edge at approximately 4 eV. We suggest to inter-
pret these observations within the same framework that
has already been applied to the case of Li-doped NiO.
The introduction of Ni vacancies creates a defect level in
the band gap which can be populated by optical excita-
tion of electrons from the valence band. With increasing
doping, the concentration of this level becomes so high
that the electronic transitions into it become similarly
strong as the band-to-band-transitions of the undoped
material. At the same time, the redistribution of the
spectral weight from the conduction band into the de-
fect band lowers the magnitude of ε2 (and therefore also
the reflectance) at the band-to-band transition energy of
4 eV. The higher-order transition is likely due to transi-
tions into the O 3p band30 which is not affected by the Ni
deficiency to the same degree as the Ni 3d CBM. Egbo et
al. have also studied the impact of other dopants in NiO
(Cu, Ag, besides Li and VNi) on the optical and electrical
properties8 and found the appearance of broad absorp-
tion bands in the range 1-2.5 eV in all cases, with small
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FIG. 6. Measured optical reflectance R and imaginary part ε2
of the dielectric function obtained by ellipsometric modeling
for a series of reactively sputtered NiO thin films on fused
silica substrates grown at different oxygen partial pressures.
Absorption by defect-induced band and at absorption edge
highlighted in red. Inset: relation between defect absorption
strengths and the electrical conductivity of the films.

but noticeable difference between the dopant species.

Although the emergence of these in-gap states upon
doping is well-documented, a direct interpretation within
a defect picture that can be applied coherently to vari-
ous dopants has not been suggested until now. Ono et
al.33 believe the absorption in the visible range to be
from the above-mentioned internal d-d transitions of the
Ni2+ ion that are forbidden in the perfect crystal but
become allowed when defects distort the lattice. This
seems questionable for several reasons: (i) the absorption
bands are significantly lower in energy than the originally
two strongest d-d lines at 1.75 eV and 3.25 eV, (ii) the
significant broadening of the acceptor-induced features
compared to the Ni2+ lines points toward a band-related
origin rather than a local phenomenon like intra-ionic
excitation, (iii) the doping-induced features develop in-

dependently of those associated with Ni2+ transitions in
the pure material, as demonstrated in Ref.34, and (iv) the
observed difference of absorption band energies between
dopant species cannot be explained within this frame-
work. Ghosh et al. have attributed optical absorption
starting from 0.8 eV to electronic transitions from the VB
into a low-lying Ni 4s CB. However, the fact that this
absorption gradually vanishes at elevated temperatures
of a few hundred K remains unexplainable within this
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FIG. 7. Photoluminescence spectra recorded at 10 K of a
NiO single crystal, an undoped and a Li-doped epitaxial layer
on MgO substrate. (a) sub-band gap and (b) above-band
gap excitation. Inset of (b): enlarged view of intense narrow
emission lines likely originating from bound excitons.

model. Intriguingly, it agrees well with previous stud-
ies on the thermal instability of high concentrations of
intrinsic defects (namely VNi) in NiO35,36: elevated tem-
peratures mobilize the VNi defects that ultimately reach
the film surface where they disappear. This supports the
attribution of the absorption band directly to the defect
population.

D. Light emission

Fig. 7(a) displays a PL spectrum collected on the (100)
surface of a NiO single crystal at 10 K using a 325 nm
(3.81 eV) laser for excitation. In the visible spectral
range, the PL intensity is generally low, and charac-
terized by a broad emission band in the spectral range

2.0-3.3 eV, typically peaking at 2.2 to 2.4 eV. Under
5.03 eV excitation (Fig 7(b)), a narrow and intense multi-
component feature appears between 3.24 eV and 3.33 eV.
The emission properties of NiO have been studied pre-
viously in a few publications28,37–39, reporting on the
same spectral features. Sokolov et al.28 have constructed
a comprehensive scheme which explains the absorption
and emission properties of the perfect NiO lattice by
identifying three types of electronic transitions: (i) p-d

charge transfer (CT), (ii) d-d (Ni2+) crystal field, and
(iii) d-d charge transfer transitions. While type (i) and
(iii) only occur when exciting above the “charge transfer

gap” of around 4 eV, the internal Ni2+ transitions (ii)
occur preferably under sub-band gap excitation, such as
demonstrated in Ref.38. Sokolov et al. include in their
model the possibility of a relaxation of the p-d CT exci-
tons into the localized excited states of type (ii), thereby
giving an explanation of the occurrence of emission in
the visible spectral range when exciting with above-band
gap light. It is, however, interesting to note that when
the authors use extreme-UV light (Eexc = 130 eV) for ex-
citation, which predominantly excites the bulk material
and suppresses emission from defect-rich surfaces, these
emission bands disappear completely. A correlation with
defects therefore appears likely. The Sokolov model does
not explicitly take radiative recombination through elec-
tronic defect states into account.

According to Ref.28, the d-d CT excitons (iii) recom-
bine radiatively from a narrow-spaced state doublet into
the ground state, emitting at energies close to 3.3 eV (I1
and I2 lines). A more recent work by Ho et al.39 studied
the emission properties NiO nanostructures of high crys-
talline quality under 4.66 eV excitation for temperatures
between 10 K and room temperature. It is claimed that
the lines close to 3.3 eV can be resolved into a rich sub-
structure which originates from different bound exciton
complexes as well as donor-acceptor pair transitions. The
2.2-3.0 eV band is entirely absent in their study. Taking
into account the high crystalline quality of the samples
studied by Ho et al., a correlation of the occurrence of
this band with defects appears convincing.

In Fig. 7(b), both the intensity of the green band
and of the near-band edge emission (NBE) are shown
to vary between the single crystal, the undoped and the
Li-doped thin films. While the absolute measured in-
tensity can depend on various sample properties such as
surface roughness or absorption coefficient, the ratio be-
tween the (defect-related) green band and the NBE is
mainly affected by defect concentrations. Lower defect
densities lead to longer exciton lifetimes because of de-
creased non-radiative recombination rates, which in turn
increases NBE luminescence. Therefore, we suggest to
assign the 2.2 to 3.0 eV band to radiative carrier recom-
bination via defect states, while the 3.3 eV multiplet is
caused by the recombination of excitons bound to defects.
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E. Hybrid-functional calculations

Fig. 8 shows the formation energy of LiNi and VNi, un-
der O- and Ni-rich conditions, as a function of the Fermi
level position in the band gap. LiNi and VNi act as single
and double acceptors, respectively, and exhibit very low
formation energies. This is consistent with the high solu-
bility of Li in NiO and the observed p-type conductivity
in samples grown under O-rich conditions or doped with
Li. Previous calculations based on hybrid and semilocal
functionals also indicate that the concentration of the po-
tential hole killer VO will be low due to a high formation
energy5,40. The predicted (0/−) levels of LiNi and VNi

occur at 0.57 eV and 0.77 eV, respectively, and are both
approximately 0.36 eV deeper than those obtained exper-
imentally by means of thermal admittance spectroscopy
(TAS) measurements on samples grown to be rich in LiNi

and VNi, respectively (0.19 eV and 0.41 eV, assigned to
the (0/−) levels10). It should be noted, however, that
the calculated levels represent the dilute limit (isolated
defects). At high concentrations, the interaction between
defects can lead to the formation of defect bands. In the
case of Li, the effects of alloying on the electronic and
crystal structure are also not included in our calculations.
The relative positions of the calculated (0/−) levels of
LiNi and VNi (energy separation of 0.20 eV), however, are
in good agreement with the experimental data (0.22 eV
difference10). The present calculations also show that by
introducing local lattice distortions around a Ni atom, a
hole can become trapped in a localized state, i.e., a small
polaron forms. The stability of the localized hole (the so-
called hole self-trapping energy, EST) is given by the total
energy difference between a localized hole (including the
cost of the local lattice distortion) and a delocalized hole
in the perfect lattice23,41. The calculated EST is 0.05 eV.

To investigate the optical transition energies of the LiNi

and VNi acceptors, 1D configuration coordinate (CC) di-
agrams as schematically shown in Fig. 9(a) were con-
structed. As ground and excited states we take into ac-
count different charge states of the LiNi and VNi defects,
alongside with VB holes or CB electrons where appli-
cable. The resulting parameter values are collected in
Table IV. We start by considering the optical transition
of an electron from the valence band maximum to the
empty polaronic hole states of LiNi and VNi. For LiNi,
which has only one acceptor level, the only relevant tran-
sition is Li0Ni + hν → Li−Ni + h+VBM. This results in an
absorption energy (Eabs) of 1.48 eV. For VNi, there are
two transitions to consider: (i) V0

Ni + hν → V−
Ni + h+VBM

and (ii) V−
Ni + hν → V2−

Ni + h+VBM. Here, the first transi-
tion is associated with an absorption energy of 1.51 eV,
which is close to the value obtained for the corresponding
transition of LiNi. The second transition yields a higher
absorption energy of 1.88 eV.

The strong polaronic distortion (∆Q ≈ 1.3-1.6 u1/2�A)
results in large relaxation energies (Franck-Condon
shifts) in the 0.6-1 eV range (depending on the defect).
Such strong electron-phonon coupling can be expected to
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FIG. 8. Formation energy of LiNi and VNi in NiO under O-
rich (solid lines) and Ni-rich (dashed lines) conditions, as a
function of Fermi-level position.
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FIG. 9. Schematic 1D CC diagram, demonstrating the tran-
sitions between ground and excited states of an idealized elec-
tronic state, with absorption, emission and zero-phonon line
energies Eabs, Eem, EZPL and the CC displacement ∆Q.

result in significant vibrational broadening of the absorp-
tion onsets, in line with experimental data7,42. In this
case, the calculated absorption energies of the order of
1.48 eV and 1.5-1.8 eV for LiNi and VNi, respectively, re-
produces the experimental observations well. Note that
the present calculations only consider transitions from
the VBM to the polaronic hole states, i.e., transitions of
electrons from lower-lying VB states are not included7.

The radiative recombination of an electron in the CBM
with a free or acceptor-bound small hole polaron, which
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TABLE IV. Parameter values determined from the configu-
ration coordinate diagrams for different electronic states as-
sociated with defects: absorption, emission and zero-phonon
line energies Eabs, Eem, EZPL (all in eV), and change in con-

figuration coordinate ∆Q (in u1/2 �A). Important absorption
and emission energies to be compared with experiment are
highlighted in bold-face font.

GS ES Eabs Eem EZPL ∆Q

Li
0
Ni Li

-
Ni + h

+
VBM 1.48 −0.31 0.57 1.55

V
0
Ni V

-
Ni + h

+
VBM 1.51 −0.05 0.77 1.39

V
-
Ni V

2-
Ni + h

+
VBM 1.88 0.35 1.05 1.42

Li
-
Ni Li

0
Ni + e

-
CBM 4.61 2.81 3.73 1.55

V
-
Ni V

0
Ni + e

-
CBM 4.35 2.79 3.53 1.39

V
2-
Ni V

-
Ni + e

-
CBM 3.94 2.42 3.24 1.42

bulk SP + e
-
CBM 5.22 3.28 4.25 1.62

reflects the situation in a photoluminescence experiment
with above-band gap light, leads to emission of a pho-
ton of energy Eem. In order to excite acceptors to a
state with a free electron in the CB, photon energies
of between 3.94 eV and 4.61 eV are predicted to be re-
quired. Emission energies are calculated to be in the
range 2-3.5 eV. The (0/−) transitions of LiNi and VNi

yield very close emission energies of 2.81 eV and 2.79 eV,
respectively, while the (−/2−) transition of VNi results
in a lower emission energy of 2.42 eV. Considering the
low formation energy of VNi, this defect is a good can-
didate for the observed visible luminescence at the low
energy side of the broad emission. For the small hole po-
laron (or self-trapped hole), the calculated emission en-
ergy is 3.28 eV, which is consistent with the 3.2 eV band
observed here and in the literature and its assignment by
Sokolov et al.28. For the process of generating the small
polaron-free electron pair, above-band gap excitation en-
ergies are necessary, explaining why the 3.2 eV multiplet
appeared much more strongly when exciting above 5 eV.

IV. CONCLUSION

By comparing experimental results with DFT calcula-
tions, it could be shown that the optical absorption and
light emission properties of NiO are dominated by defects
present in the sample. Specifically, this work quantita-
tively describes the strong anti-correlation of electrical
conductivity and optical transmittance of doped NiO,
which has long been known but lacked an explanation
of its origin. Even though the main acceptors, such as
LiNi and VNi, possess fairly shallow electronic states that
can be at least partially ionized at room temperature, the
strong electron-phonon interaction leads to a significant
blueshift of the optical transitions between different de-
fect charge states. This renders heavily doped NiO essen-
tially a narrow-gap semiconductor, with band gap values
of slightly above 1 eV. The results of the calculations

are additionally tested by comparing the predicted light
emission to experimental data, and excellent agreement
has been found.
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